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CELEBRATING YOUR AMAZING WINNERS!

On Thursday afternoon, HPMA members from across the UK came together for our
second virtual awards ceremony. Celebrating the projects, teams and individuals that
have improved health through people so brilliantly.
Take a look at the awards ceremony, or download the winners stories on the HPMA
website www.hpma.org.uk in only a few minutes you will be struck by the breadth of
impact ‘people people’ have had in healthcare organisations up and down the UK in the
past 12 months.
Special congratulations to Kelvin Cheatle, our President’s award winner for lifetime
achievement, to David Grantham our director of the year, to Elizabeth Nyawade
our deputy of the year and East Suffolk & North Essex NHS Foundation Trust
home of our team of the year! (pictured left to right)
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HPMA EXCELLENCE IN PEOPLE AWARDS 2021 – THE RESULTS
CAPSTICKS AWARD FOR INNOVATION
Winner: The Big Shout Out
Midlands Partnership NHS Foundation Trust
The National COVID-19 Clinical Assessment Service
(CCAS) for returning doctors and clinicians
South Central Ambulance Service NHS Foundation Trust (SCASFT)
and NHS South Central and West
CSU (SCW)
Online Learning Provision for Children
East London Foundation Trust

SOCIAL PARTNERSHIP FORUM AWARD FOR
PARTNERSHIP WORKING BETWEEN EMPLOYERS
AND TRADE UNIONS
Winner: Partnership working at its best
South West Yorkshire Partnership NHS Foundation Trust
Highly commended: Just and Learning Culture
Cornwall Partnership NHS Foundation Trust
RCN Prince of Wales Nursing Cadet scheme in Wales
Royal College of Nursing and HEIW
Menopause at work: working together to improve staff
experience
Nottingham University Hospitals NHS Trust

BROWNE JACOBSON AWARD FOR
EXCELLENCE IN EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT
Winner: Flourishing in adversity
Alder Hey Children’s Hospital
No decision about me, without me – our response to
enhance employee engagement
University Hospitals of North Midlands NHS Trust
Nightingale London
Nightingale Hospital London

ACADEMI WALES AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN
ORGANISATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Winner: Working Safely Together
Western Health & Social Care Trust
Highly commended: Creating culture at speed in a crisis
Greater Manchester Health and Social Care Partnership
In Our Gift - A Major OD Transformational Programme
Midlands Partnership NHS Foundation Trust

BEVAN BRITTAN AWARD FOR WELLBEING
Winner: #DoingOurBit Fitness Platform
Clinical Research Network West Midlands
Highly commended: S.C.A.R.F Staff Support
Programme Northern Care Alliance

MILLS & REEVE AWARD FOR LEADING IN
EQUALITY, DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION
Winner: Delivering on Diversity: Achieving a major shift
in our Culture of Race Inclusion
North Staffordshire Combined Healthcare NHS Trust
Towards Inclusion – our strategic approach
University Hospitals of Morecambe Bay NHS Foundation Trust
HUTH Base Camp: Towards becoming a fully Inclusive
Hospital Trust
Hull University Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust

HILL DICKINSON AWARD FOR EDUCATION,
LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVE
Winner: Clinical Identifying and developing talent for
the NHS HR and OD Profession
HPMA London Academy
Highly commended: Fellowship Programme: Royal
Wolverhampton NHS Trust
Royal Wolverhampton NHS Trust
The role of the Clinical Education team in the fight
against Covid-19
London North West Healthcare Trust
Improving PMVA restraint training to benefit patient
care and save lives
Gateshead Health NHS Foundation Trust

HEALTHSECTORTALENT ACQUISTION
STRATEGY OF THE YEAR AWARD
Winner: North West Collaborative Bank
St Helens and Knowsley NHS Teaching Hospitals Trust
Highly commended: Greater Manchester Step into Care
Programme Greater Manchester Health and Social Care
Partnership
Recruiting tomorrow’s Consultants, today
Norfolk and Suffolk NHS Foundation Trust

THE UNIVERSITY OF BRADFORD AWARD
FOR CROSS-SECTOR WORKING
Winner: A Healthier Wales – Our Workforce Strategy
for Health and Social Care
Health Education and Improvement Wales and Social Care Wales
Highly commended: Nottingham and Nottinghamshire
ICS: Mass Vaccination Team
Sherwood Forest Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust
Partnership approach pays dividends for unique citywide vaccination programme
Leeds Health and Care Academy - hosted by Leeds Teaching Hospitals
NHS Trust

Staff Health and Wellbeing Service
Kings College Hospital NHS Foundation Trust
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HEALTH EDUCATION AND IMPROVEMENT
WALES AWARD FOR SMARTER WORKING
Winner: COLIN (Covid on–line, interactive, booking
system) University Hospitals of Morecambe Bay NHS Trust

Highly commended: Delivering Shared Care Eye Care
Service in Cardiff and the Vale of Glamorgan
Cardiff and Vale University Health Board

DIRECTOR OF THE YEAR

Category sponsored by NHS England &
NHS Improvement
Winner: David Grantham
Royal Free London and NCL ICS
Claire Gore
London North West University Healthcare NHS Trust

Collaborative Bank Partnership (CBP)
NHS Wales Shared Services Partnership

Julie Rogers
Health Education and Improvement Wales

LOCUM’S NEST AWARD FOR HR ANALYTICS

Jacqui Jones
NHS National Services Scotland

Winner: Workforce Scorecard and Insights Report
Humber Teaching NHS Foundation Trust

TEAM OF THE YEAR

Highly commended: Manchester Foundation Trust:
Staff absence/availability analytics and forecasting
during a pandemic
Manchester University NHS Foundation Trust / Camburg Collective

Category sponsored by NHS England &
NHS Improvement

HR Analytics - The Way Forward
Stockport NHS Foundation Trust

Highly commended: Kingston Hospital NHS Foundation
Trust

HEMPSONS RISING STAR AWARD

Derbyshire Community Health Services NHS
Foundation Trust

Winner: Olayinka Iwu
Imperial College Healthcare NHS Trust
Winner: Sarb Birk
Southern Health NHS Foundation Trust
Winner: Richard Burnell
Sandwell and West Birmingham NHS Trust

DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF THE YEAR
Category sponsored by NHS England &
NHS Improvement

Winner: East Suffolk & North Essex NHS Foundation
Trust

University College London Hospitals NHS Foundation
Trust

PRESIDENT’S AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING
LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT
Category sponsored by DAC Beachcroft
Kelvin Cheatle
Director of Workforce, Kingston Hospital NHS Foundation Trust

Winner: Elizabeth Nyawade
St George’s University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust
Highly commended: Victoria Downing-Burn
Royal United Hospitals, Bath NHS Foundation Trust
Angie Oliver
Health Education & Improvement Wales
Ricky Somal
Isle of Wight NHS Trust
We are incredibly grateful for the generosity and patience of our wonderful sponsors:
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Podcast to introduce the HPMA rising stars

Hempsons are once again delighted to be sponsoring
the Rising Star Award. This is an important award that
recognises the contribution of up-and-coming
workforce practitioners. In this podcast Andrew
Davidson, head of employment at Hempsons meets
the three winners and discusses with them their
backgrounds, what motivates them and how they get
buy-in from their trust boards. Take a listen here
The three winners are:
Olayinka Iwu, Head of Equality Diversity and Inclusion, Imperial College Healthcare NHS Trust
Yinka has had an immeasurable impact on the Equality, Diversity and Inclusion strategic direction for the Trust. She
constantly strives to improve internal practices, advocating inclusion at the centre. She has been exceptional at building
relationships and helps educate others on a wide range of EDI improvements.
Sarb Birk, Diversity and Inclusion Lead, Southern Health NHS Foundation Trust
Sarb is a dynamic, professional, humorous and influential leader of Inclusion. Despite being just 2yrs into her NHS
career Sarb expertly hosts Board seminars, impacts across our system, designs and delivers powerful ALLY
programmes, leads complex casework and deeply supports all our diverse communities. She is simply indispensable to
the organisation.
Richard Burnell, Organisational & People Development Specialist, Sandwell and
West Birmingham NHS Trust
Richard has recognised the needs of those working within the organisation and beyond. He developed and
implemented a number of support mechanisms, making a huge impact on the mental wellbeing of his colleagues and
staff in organisations around him. Richard has shown drive and determination when it comes to leading the way in
tackling mental wellbeing issues that his colleagues face daily.

In September we held two Meet the Finalist webinars – brilliant opportunities to hear from our amazing
shortlisted finalists in the Social Partnership Forum award for partnership working between employers
and trade unions (Thursday 23 Sept) and Locum’s Nest award for HR analytics (Thursday 9 Sept) – you
can still view the recordings here
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#InclusiveHR

David Bray is the Assistant Director of People at the Royal Free London NHS Foundation Trust.
This month Cheryl Samuels has asked David to share his experience on the NHS London
White Allies Programme. The White Allies Programme represents recommendation 9 of the
London Race strategy, one of the many interventions which culminate into an ambition to shift
what has been an enduring legacy of race inequality across all London NHS organisations. The
programme consists of 5 Cohorts, each cohort includes 5 London Trusts, with 6 participants
from each trust. Each cohort will meet for 6 workshops and action learning sets with the
aim of participants using the skills gained to become disruptors in their organisations to
challenge the status quo and attempt to break the cycle of inequality. Participants must identify as white to be on the
programme and commit to implementing change, and HR have a critical role in driving the cultural shift.

It’s a privilege…
In June 2021 I had the privilege of being accepted on the first
cohort of `NHS London white allies programme delivered by
the Kings Fund and Brap. I know there is lots of interest across
the HR profession about this programme and I was really keen
to write an article for the HPMA to outline my experiences and
thoughts. At the time of writing this we are halfway through the
programme, having looked at the history of racism; the impacts
on NHS staff and patients today; how racism and power is
socialised in everyday life, and becoming more self-aware of our
own whiteness and what being anti-racist really means.
The programme has been revealing and overwhelming in equal
measure. As a white person I can confidently say, we do not
know or appreciate the privilege we are born with because we
happen to be white – “white privilege”. I say that with confidence
because of the conversations I have had with white people about
this programme. As white people we are able to go about day
to day activities without worrying that we will be stopped by the
police or followed around a shop simply doing everyday tasks
because of our colour. This doesn’t mean that as white people
life isn’t hard or we have to work less hard for our achievements
but it means we simply do not face the day-to-day challenges
that people of colour face every day due to the colour of their
skin.
The example of white privilege which really affects me is
the racism following England losing to Italy in the European
Championship final. In case you didn’t know Marcus Rashford,
Jadon Sancho and Bukayo Saka were racially abused online for
missing penalties in the penalty shoot-out. Cheryl explained
following the penalty, social media apps were promoting a points
system to spit (10pts) and punch (20pts) black children on the
way to school. Imagine the experience of a black parent who had
to convince their scared child to go to school that day and to
make arrangements to drive them in due to the worry. Imagine,
that they were then late to work, they may have then had to
explain to their line manager why they were late to work… they
then might be managed for late attendance if the manager who
is under pressure isn’t sympathetic… you get the idea of what

may happen next. You probably will be able to think about your
own examples at work e.g. you may be aware of a nurse who
was racially abused by a patient, perhaps that member of staff
then went on to make an error… Is the system working for all
of our staff?
As white people we have often relied on changing the system
for people of colour with attitudes such as “let’s get the BAME
network to resolve these issues” or “as a white person I don’t
think I get involved on a race issue”. As white people we are
in a position to change the system and in fact the majority of
white allies are in executive board level roles or are senior HR
professionals who are in the position to begin conversations
about introducing anti-racism measures in our organisations. I
don’t think we can underestimate the scale of change that will
be required and how important it will be to engage all of our
staff on the changes. There is a term “white fragility” which I
have recently become aware of, and relates to how we as white
people feel sometimes when talking about race. The example
that springs to my mind about this is a story I heard about a
colleague working in Equality and Diversity and her son saying
you are taking away white people’s jobs to give to people of
colour. Actually this is the opposite! All people of colour ask for
is to be given the same opportunity as white staff. In my opinion,
measures that some organisations are proactively taking to be
anti-racist actually improve working practices for all.
So this is where I am halfway through the white allies
programme and the start of a long journey. The final half of the
programme looks at developing anti-racist leadership in action
on an individual, departmental and organisational level. Being a
white ally requires hard work and one I encourage all white HR
colleagues to pursue – believe me, it’s a privilege! The HPMA
has recently developed an Anti Racist HR and OD programme
for HR professionals to develop a further cohort of allies for
diversity and inclusion to challenge institutional / systematic
racism. As HR professionals we should be the catalysts who see
things through a different lens – the white allies programme &
#InclusiveHR should be in all our DNA.
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Menopause at Work
October is Menopause Month, and here we take a closer
look at the SPF Award for partnership working between
employers and trade unions finalist from Nottingham
University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust – here is their
case study:
Nottingham University Hospitals’ Staff Wellbeing
programme, established in 2005, has a long history of
partnership working and developing initiatives to meet
staff needs. We have 17,000+ staff, which is an ageing,
76% female workforce, 4000 of whom are in the 40
plus age group. Internal departments, and Trade Union
partners, reported increased contact from staff around
menopause. A specialist consultant gynaecologist already
provided occasional menopause awareness sessions which
were seeing increased demand. Alongside this there were
increased conversations about how we approached this as
an organisation. This clear need for greater support meant
our Chief People Officer asked the Head of Staff Wellbeing
to coordinate a joint response as it was clear the project
needed partnership working from inception to ensure we
met the needs of staff.
Our working group was established in late 2019 and
included NUH Human Resources, Occupational Health
and Trade Unions (RCM, Unite and UNISON). Recognising
the importance of including all stakeholders from the
outset, we contacted ‘Henpicked: Menopause in the

Workplace’; an organisation that supports improving
workplace menopause conversations.
Our goal was to break the stigma of menopause, equip our
staff and our managers to have constructive conversations
and enable staff experiencing the effects of menopause in
the workplace to access the support they needed to help
them stay at and enjoy work.
To achieve this we:
•

Wrote and launched a Staff Menopause Policy and
toolkits for staff and managers

•

Set up monthly peer support sessions for staff
experiencing menopause

•

Trained 20 advocates including male advocates

•

Increased our range of menopause wellbeing topics
to include eating well for menopause, mindfulness for
menopause and pelvic health and menopause.

Over 300 staff have participated in menopause sessions
over the past 6 months and sessions continue to evaluate
positively – comments from staff have included “I found
the session good as they made me feel less isolated” and
“it was so good to listen to others, I found it invaluable”.
Steph

Wendy

Ben

HI

Carol

Meet your
NUH
Menopause
Advocates!

Nic

Julia
Elliot

Emma

Nic Kaserovskis, RCM rep said “Being involved right
from the outset to be actively involved in the design
and delivery of the work, rather than just being asked
to comment at the end has been really unique and an
example of true partnership working. Our project and
support to our colleagues goes from strength to strength
as a result.”
The work has not been without its challenges, least of
all from a global pandemic which particularly affected
ways of working and capacity of staff within an acute
hospital setting. After a short pause in the work, it became
apparent that we needed to restart for the sake of our
staff. We embraced the new technology, learnt how to use
this effectively to deliver both sessions and build on our
partnership working (instant messaging on MS Teams has
proved both invaluable and some much needed humour as
we’ve got to grips with it!) and the work continues to go
from strength to strength.

Chloe
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The importance of hearing health: employees
with hearing loss continue to miss out in the
workplace
Amanda Philpott, eargym co-founder/CEO (ex-NHS
CEO)

In the UK, hearing loss affects 1 in 6 working age
adults (7 million people), costing the UK economy
£25bn in lost productivity and unemployment every
year. A huge, emerging global health challenge, hearing
loss has already overtaken diabetes as the third
biggest cause of disability-affected life years across
Europe and the US.
More surprisingly, hearing loss is significantly
correlated with several co-morbidities of which most
people are unaware. These include compromised
speech perception leading to increased social isolation
and loneliness; depression; falls; cardiovascular disease;
cognitive impairment and dementia. In fact, the Lancet
Commission on Dementia in 2017 pulled together
several key papers to conclude that even mild
hearing loss can double your risk of dementia.
The impact of unaddressed hearing loss in working
age people is particularly relevant in the workplace.
Difficulty hearing quickly becomes an acute source of
work-related stress, and presents a significant mental
health challenge in both personal and professional life.
Employees report feeling isolated as they struggle to
engage in the community around them, and anxious
and stressed about a reduced ability to perform well
in the workplace.
Current estimates indicate that, on average,
employees with hearing loss earn £2,000 less per
annum than their co-workers, and ultimately retire
nine years earlier. CPOs and HR directors will fully
appreciate the personal and organisational impacts of
these losses.
Proactive and preventative hearing health measures
are critical. We almost all factor regular eye tests
and dental check ups into our healthcare routines,
yet hearing often remains neglected with an
overwhelming 79% of Britons never having had a
hearing test.
This is why ex-NHS Chief Executive Amanda Philpott
and ex-DJ / digital products specialist Andy Shanks
(who both have hearing loss) have founded eargym
www.eargym.world and are seeking to establish
partnerships with employers to test out what works
best.

eargym is a new, affordable, digital hearing fitness
platform that makes it easy for people to factor
hearing healthcare into daily life. eargym provides
enjoyable, immersive hearing training that stimulates
the parts of the brain responsible for hearing. Hearing
is more than just our ears, it’s how we make sense
of the sounds we hear. Where you might consider
hearing aids helping the hardware of hearing the mechanism for taking sounds in - eargym is
effectively a software upgrade for the auditory system:
immersive training stimulates the brain to adapt and
improve its ability to process sound and challenging
audio environments.

eargym’s training is designed to improve the five key
hearing skills of detection, localisation, discrimination,
and intelligibility in silence and in noise. These are
crucial to hearing in day-to-day life and help us get
the most out of every experience. In user-testing, 71%
of testers improve their hearing test results by an
average of 14% in just four weeks.
In addition to co-morbidities associated with hearing
loss, noise exposure is a serious safety hazard;
although cases of noise-induced hearing loss are
completely preventable, they remain the second most
common reason for employers’ liability insurance
claims for occupational health.
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The good news is that there is lots of simple advice
we can give to staff to help reduce the risk of
damaging hearing. To find out more about the actions
we can take, you can review our resources document.
eargym is seeking to bring much better hearing
health to the workplace. We are already undertaking
a number of pilots with businesses with health and
well-being schemes for their staff, and the outcome
of this work is informing not only eargym’s product
development but also the individual businesses’
approach to hearing health at work.
We are keen to build partnerships and pilot with
willing organisations in the NHS and / or public sector.
If you’re curious, please do email
amanda@eargym.world, to find out more.
Resources:
• Most people don’t know how their hearing
actually is. Our hearing age test is a handy tool for
anyone who wants to get an indication of their
hearing level in less than sixty seconds.
• Calculate the financial impact better hearing at
work could have at your workplace.
• Proactive and preventative hearing health
measures.
• eargym’s Resources: discover how our hearing
works, and the measures you can take to look
after it.
• Find out more about the eargym app in our
product video.

Thursday 2 & Friday 3 December
Virtual Conference
BOOK HERE

Event Partner
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Hexitime
Hesham Abdalla, Paediatrician, Director of Medical Education, QI lead Walsall Healthcare NHS Trust and Co-founder
of Hexitime, John Lodge Head of Quality Improvement (London), NHSEngland and Co-founder Hexitime
The first time you experience the NHS as a patient or a carer
you realise that a single national health service is no more
than a beguiling myth. In fact, it is a health and care system
that is as fractured and discontinuous as any other in the
world. For me, this became distressingly obvious when my
father was admitted and eventually came to die in my local
hospital. Even though I had worked as a doctor in the NHS
for over 20 years, I found it incredibly frustrating as he was
turfed from one service to another and I could do nothing to
prevent the avoidable harm that he endured. Looking back,
I can only imagine how much more disorientating it would
have been for someone with less knowledge of the service
than me.
Reflecting back on my experience, I came to realise that
a root cause of this fragmentation and the crevices in the
patient pathways through which my father has fallen is the
fact that each organisation is divided (literally into divisions).
Separate line management and professional identities meant
policies and guidelines could be significantly different to other
teams down the road or even down the corridor. Separate
budget lines meant departments and organisations were
competing for scarce resources exacerbating a destructive
sectarianism. Every system is perfectly designed to deliver the
services it delivers and in this case, it was perfectly designed
to fail my father.
I wondered what would happen if we took the question of
money off the table. What if no money changed hands when
resources moved from one department to another? What if
we rewrote the rules so that for the purposes of healthcare
and professional improvement, everyone’s time was valued
equally?
Four years later, I co-founded Hexitime with a senior NHS

manager to achieve exactly that. Hexitime is a collaboration
platform that uses a time banking currency and thereby allows
skills to be shared across divisions, whether real or imagined.
Hexitime has only three rules:
1. All activities are for health and care improvement
2. No money changes hands
3. Everyone’s time is valued equally
Hexitime now hosts a thriving and growing international
community of purpose, comprising thousands of colleagues
from across health and social care whose shared aim is to
improve the quality of care for patients. Skills available on the
platform vary from coaching and mentoring to coding and
medical statistics. Everyone joining the platform is gifted 2
free credits to take up offers or post their own requests. They
can also earn more credits by uploading offers or responding
to others’ requests, thereby initiating a virtuous circle of
improvement.
It has been a fascinating experience rewarded by a bevy of
innovation awards and narrated in my TEDx Talk. It will form
the basis of a series of blogs by John Lodge (co-founder),
Myra Malik (Hexitime ambassador) and me over the coming
months and will include topics from leading racial justice,
becoming a pirate and influencing international relations.
I encourage you to join Hexitime, take up one of the
generous offers or post one yourself. This pools our collective
expertise, experience or enthusiasm to support colleagues
we may never have met. In doing so you move health and
care from competition to collaboration and help more
people like my dad.
Find out more at https://hexitime.com/
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South Yorkshire and Bassetlaw ICS Schools Engagement Team: Learning our trade
during Covid Hayley Hartley, SYREC Schools Engagement Lead
The Schools Team for Health and Social Care Careers came together in October
2019 with a remit to attract young people into the sector. Unfortunately we had
barley finished our initial scoping when schools closed and the country locked down.
This has changed us to do things differently and find new ways to deliver career
messages to young people. Our story is in three parts.

Part 1: Creating and delivering virtual careers sessions
into schools
After a period of regrouping, we explored virtual platforms
to get our career messages out to young people. However,
the team recognised that job holders in any kind of clinical or
support role were way too busy to offer traditional career
talks. We also needed a proxy for work experience now our
premises were closed to non-essential personnel.
We began using stock footage, created a few new videos
and presented the team’s own stories to spotlight some
careers. At this point, we learned a lot about what not to
do. A job holder giving a career talk that works well face-toface becomes dull and disengaging when delivered virtually
and, no matter how perky the presenter, young people don’t
interact well via screens. We learned that our jargon around
occupational groupings means nothing to young people and
giving lots of information in one sitting doesn’t really work
either.
So, what does work?
After some creative thinking and by learning on the hoof
we have a model that works well for us whether we are
delivering a snappy 1 hour virtual session or trying to provide
a proxy for work experience across several days. These are
the rules:
1. Strictly limit the number of roles covered. Five in an
hour is the absolute limit.
2. Match content to your audience. Sounds obvious
really: science students for Healthcare Science;
mathematicians for finance, IT and analytical roles; Health
and Social Care students for Nursing, Midwifery and AHP
content.
3. Focus down on one or two key objectives for your
delivery. We favour ‘insights’ into the role to help a
young person understand what the job is. They generally
don’t know that, even for the most obvious roles. Help
them image themselves in that job
4. Less is more. If in doubt, leave it out. Routes in, pay,
entry qualifications, bursaries – they can all form part of
follow on activities or signposting
5. Maintain the student’s attention. Avoid formulaic
content, power point and talking heads. Instead mix up
the content and move between media styles – video’s,
animations, a day in the life, live Q&A. Pre-recorded
content can take the learner into spaces that are usually
off limits such as an operating theatre, ambulance or
psych ward and works well for service user stories too.
We also use a live host to anchor the material and to be the
‘face’ of their profession
6. Actively engage the student in activities.
• use live polls to check expectations and learning, gauge
feelings and elicit themes

•

worksheets that track the content help students engaged
with the material
• take questions for panels
• incorporate classroom activities into full day sessions,
providing teachers and students with all the information
and resources they need to complete the task
Each virtual event aims to reach many pupils in a single
delivery session. Last academic year we delivered careers
content to 2,880 students and provided 6,000 contact hours.
We have used job holders, as the experts on their role, to
create content and/or deliver on the day. But, to minimise job
holders time lost from practice, the Schools Team team have
provided all admin and facilitation, technical expertise around
the delivery and polling platforms, video editing and expertise
to script dialogue and film content.
For ambassador events (the one’s where schools invite us) we
have covered those requests within team, wherever possible
influencing their ‘ask’ to accord with the principles outlined
above. We are now creating an ambassador offer that we can
deliver to a large number of schools as a blended approach.
The model will go something like this:
Delivery day: We present to a number of schools
simultaneously using a virtual platform:
• basic labour market information and insights into range of
careers in H&SC.
• our own careers/roles (we are an administrator, HR
professional, sonographer, nurse, project managers and a
marketing professional)
• relate our own careers to the upcoming task
• introduce the task to research a preventable health
condition and produce a poster to support positive
behavioural change, aimed at an audience of their
choosing
Classroom task: class time is allocated for pupils to
undertake the research, produce their posters and prepare
questions for us, all under the guidance of their own class
teachers
Ambassador visit: We visit each school in turn to give pupils
feedback on their posters and to take part in Q&A
Next time we will tell you about the careers resources we
are creating for teachers to take and use with their pupils in
the classroom.
Ambassador visit: We visit each school in turn to give pupils
feedback on their posters and to take part in Q&A
Next time we will tell you about the careers resources we
are creating for teachers to take and use with their pupils in
the classroom.
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Recognising our HR teams who truly look after our own has never been more vital
By John Rogers, chief executive, Skills for Health
While our NHS people services should long be considered
by all to be as fundamental to the system as any other, if
they were not before the pandemic, they most certainly
are today. Now, we must take every available opportunity
to ensure we, as a sector, continue to build on the support
shown for our ‘people-people’, who make such a vital
contribution to both the workforce and patient care alike.
That is why as Our Health Heroes Awards nominations
get underway for 2022, we have included among this year’s
eleven awards, a new category dedicated to recognising the
real differences being made through the ‘Most promising
OD and people programme’. This award will be presented
to an organisation that has shown a commitment to deliver
on the ambitions of the NHS People Plan over the last
twelve months and can demonstrate a clear strategy that
has enhanced workforce outcomes.
When launching the Awards back in 2016, to shine a muchneeded national spotlight on all of our people who work
more ‘behind the scenes’, yet in no less crucial roles, never
could we have imagined that six years on, such appreciation
would be so publicly universal. There is no doubt in my
mind, that this is unquestionably down to the absolute
dedication of our HR and OD teams who work so hard to
ensure everyone receives the support, tools and recognition

they deserve, to keep the system running day-after-day.
As the NHS People Promise pledges: ‘We are a team. We
learn from each other, support each other, and take time to
celebrate successes; We are recognised and rewarded.’ And
as we currently face what is likely to be one of the sector’s
most challenging winters in history, it has never been more
crucial that we all get behind our HR colleagues, helping
them to continue encouraging our people to keep realising
this.
With each of Our Health Heroes awards aligned to the
core NHS values, underpinned by the support of our
partners NHS Employers, Health Education England and
UNISON, together we can further magnify the incredible
work that that every single one of our NHS, health and care
professionals bring to the workforce, no matter their role.
Covid-19 may have fundamentally changed our lives, our
ways of working, and to some extent parts of our NHS
forever, but it is our people who will define its future. Let’s
show them we see them; say thank you for all that they do,
and let’s continue to shape the NHS as best place to work
for everyone.
Join us and make your Our Health Heroes nomination here
before October 14, 2021.

FUTUREFOCUS RECRUITMENT WITH EVENT PARTNER DOC2UK
The FutureFocus Recruitment webinar will be chaired by Annesley Donald, Deputy Director of
Workforce, Cambridge University Hospitals NHS Trust and HPMA VP East of England.
We will hear from Caroline Waterfield, Director of Development & Employment at NHS Employers as well as a session from Dr
Naveen Keerthi from Doc2UK on international recruitment. With a look at Engaging talent from Katrina Collier, Author: The RobotProof Recruiter and HR & Recruitment Facilitator.
Our breakout sessions will offer insights into Nurse Recruitment & the Global Radiologists Programme at Morecambe Bay University
Hospitals NHS Trust, Back to Practice – AHPs & Healthcare scientists (HEE & The HCPC) and Step in to Care (Greater Manchester
H&SC Partnership).
Book your place here and keep your eye out for more information coming soon about further FutureFocus events.
Doc2UK.com is an HTE framework approved NHS medical & nursing recruitment agency and candidate support platform. If you work
for an NHS hospital and are recruiting, we can help you find doctors to fill permanent positions at all levels and improve staff retention.
Doc2UK was founded by doctors with first-hand experience of moving to the UK from India. Because we understand the process, we
know how to help doctors successfully find a job and settle into the new job seamlessly. Additionally, we help them with their career
progression.
@Doc2Uk https://doc2uk.com/
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Thursday 2 & Friday 3 December
Virtual Conference
BOOK HERE

Event Partner
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Once again the national conference will be virtual, on the Airmeet platform. This last year or so has certainly
made sure that our NHS people services are as central to the workforce as our frontline services. As an
organisation we have taken the opportunity to magnify the amazing work that is happening in our organisations
across the UK. As President Dean Royles says, we must now really start to embrace the opportunities that lie
ahead.
Join us for the 2021 national conference to take a look at what the future holds for the people profession. It’s
free to attend for HPMA members, so please do invite your whole team.
Our chairs for the conference will be Craig de Sousa, HPMA London Vice-President and Systems Resourcing
Director & C-19 vaccine Workforce Director, NHS England and Janet Wilkinson, HPMA Deputy President
and Executive Lead for Workforce, OD & System Leadership, Greater Manchester Health & Social Care
Partnership
Keynote speakers will include:
Professor James Buchan, senior visiting fellow
at the Health Foundation’s REAL Centre and
Adjunct Professor, University Technology, Sydney;

Jenni Douglas-Todd, Director of Equality and
Inclusion, NHS England and NHS Improvement

Prerana Issar, Chief People Officer NHSEI;

Jaco Van Gass, adventurer, paracyclist and
motivational speaker

Dean Royles, HPMA President

Will Stronge, Director of Research, Autonomy

David Miller, Chief People Officer, The Scottish
Government

Cheryl Samuels, Deputy Director of
Workforce Transformation, NHS England and
Improvement

Tom Simons, Chief HR & OD Officer, NHSEI

With thanks to our Stream sponsors

HPMA CONFERENCE 2021

BOOK HERE
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DIARY DATES
HPMA FutureFocus webinar: Recruitment with event partner Doc2UK
14 October Book here
HPMA Yorkshire & The Humber Managing Teams in a virtual world
Thursday 14th October – 9am
HPMA North West The Big Questions
Thursday 4th November – 10.30am
HPMA North East Resilience and Wellbeing
Tuesday 9th November – 10am
HPMA Yorkshire & The Humber HR Essentials – TUPE – A Practical Guide
Wednesday 10th November – 11.30 to 12.30pm
HPMA North West Finding Your Full Voice
Wednesday 17th November – 9am
HPMA UK Conference People Profession into the Future (virtual)
Thursday 2 – Friday 3 December 2021 with event partner Salary Finance
HPMA North West Finding Your Full Voice
Tuesday 14th December – 2pm
HPMA FutureFocus webinar: Workforce planning coming soon
HPMA & NAMPS FutureFocus webinar: Medical Workforce coming soon
Members can still catch up on sessions from the excellent FutureFocus:Equality, Diversity & Inclusion sponsored by
event partner Bright Horizons – visit the FutureFocus pages on the HPMA website

HPMA COUNCIL
David Holmes Deputy President and
West Midlands Vice-President
Michelle Cloney North West
Vice-President
Chris Carron Scottish Vice-President
Vivienne Toal Northern Ireland
Vice-President
Craig de Sousa London, South East
and South Central Vice-President
Annesley Donald East of England
Vice-President
Gareth Hardacre Wales branch
Vice-President

Amanda Rawlings East Midlands
Joint Vice-President
Zoe Lintin East Midlands
Joint Vice-President
Alan Shepperd North East
Vice-President
Lynne Shaw Interim North East
Vice-President
Victoria Downing-Burn South West
Vice-President

HPMA EXECUTIVE TEAM
Dean Royles HPMA President
Nicky Ingham HPMA Executive
Director
David Holmes Deputy President
Janet Wilkinson Deputy President
Sarah Morley Deputy President

Jenny Allen Yorkshire & The Humber
Joint Vice-President

Jo Owens HPMA Membership and
Engagement Manager
admin@hpma.org.uk

Laura Smith Yorkshire & The Humber
Joint Vice-President

HPMA National events team
nationalevents@hpma.org.uk
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